Modular Floating Systems
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CANDOCK :
SOCIAL CONSCIENCE AND THE ENVIRONMENT
At Candock, the environment has always been a key priority. With the purchase of a Candock dock,
you’re choosing an environmentally friendly solution. Our docks are made of 100% recyclable,
high-quality resin that does not decompose in the environment and that is resistant to a wide
range of chemical products. Our products are manufactured according to ISO 9001:2008 quality
standards and the 14001:2004 environmental standard.
The exceptional lifespan of our products make them the ideal choice; during that lifespan
you would have to purchase two or three aluminum or wooden docks. Aluminum requires an
enormous amount of energy for its production. Wood is a resource whose regeneration is long;
protecting wood often requires the use of chemical products harmful to the environment. What’s
more, weather conditions, which are more and more variable, are causing the destruction of an
increasing number of docks, which must be replaced. Candock docks are resistant to the severest
weather conditions. With their low profile and colour, they blend very well with the surroundings.
Candock products are manufactured in Quebec with green energy and a constant concern for
limiting environmental impact.

TURNKEY AND CUSTOMIZED SYSTEMS
Candock offers a turnkey service for all your projects. We have the ability to
manufacture equipment and accessories that meet your needs and that
are perfectly adapted to your projects, to install and anchor your set-up,
and to offer you a turnkey solution using a single supplier. You’ll save considerable time not having to deal with several intermediaries. You’ll also
avoid a number of other potential pitfalls, such as errors in the compatibility of accessories and varying delivery times.
Candock’s qualified staff can help you develop your project. We also offer
a full supervision service. We have extensive experience in large-scale
international projects. The quality of our installations, our products and
our service is recognized worldwide.

Choosing Candock guarantees trouble-free success.
Don’t lose any sleep... choose Candock!

This brochure has been printed on FSC-approved paper. Our information is presented on a limited
number of pages. We are thus reducing the waste often seen at boat shows where quantities of
thick catalogues are discarded.
Candock products are manufactured in Canada in a unionized plant where salaries and working
conditions comply with North American standards.

When you choose a Candock product, you’re doing your share for the environment
and putting your social conscience into action.

Candock’s distribution network covers every continent.
Our company has 40 years of experience and is constantly
expanding. Candock is a world leader in the engineering,
manufacture, distribution and installation of modular floating systems. We have proven expertise in both large- and
small-scale projects.
Innovation and quality…
Candock, often imitated but never equalled.
From the beginning, Candock’s mission has been to develop, produce and
market modular floating systems adapted to our client’s needs by
participating in the development and growth of our partner companies,
continually innovating and developing new products of superior quality.

We always do more!
Thanks to our cutting-edge technology, the expertise of our highly qualified employees and our recently expanded plant equipped with modern
certified equipment. Candock offers the absolute best service in turnkey
projects whatever the project’s scale. We have the ability to manufacture
equipment and accessories that meet your needs and that are perfectly
adapted to your projects. Candock products are manufactured according
to the strictest standards in the industry (ISO 9001:2008, 14001:2004).
Our products undergo stringent quality control measures. Your satisfaction
is our sole motivation.
At Candock, we have succeeded in pairing quality with reasonable prices.
Our products will give you satisfaction for many years, and our service will
exceed your expectations.

Shop around… and you’ll come around… to Candock!

WWW.CANDOCK.COM

candock@candock.com

WWW.CANDOCK.COM

candock@candock.com
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UNIFORM, FLAT SURFACE

TIGHT SPACING

EFFECTIVE ANTI-SLIP SURFACE,
COMFORTABLE AND ESTHETIC

Connecting pin
Cleat

THE CANDOCK G2 MODULAR FLOATING SYSTEM

G2 SERVICE Channel SYSTEM

The Candock modular floating system is a truly revolutionary product!
The era of massive wooden, metal and cement docks is over. Our high
quality plastic system is guaranteed for 20 years; it’s environmentally
friendly, and requires no maintenance. Easy to use and reliable, it provides
unlimited configuration and application options. The Candock modular
floating system has become a must for residential, commercial, marina
and recreational facility docks or any other application. When compared
to wooden, metal or cement docks, its advantages are crystal clear: just
consider its exceptional lifespan and its high resistance to the most severe
weather conditions.

Candock is proud to present the next generation of service channels for
docks. After years of studying current systems, Candock has developed
a patented service channel technology beyond compare. This unique
system is a two-part product: the base and a service cover. No hardware
is required; the service covers are fixed with the dock screws. This multipurpose system provides easier access to services. Lights, service terminals, emergency pedestals and fire stations and other accessories can
easily be connected to the covers. Its modularity provides you with more
possibilities than any other system. It even allows you to light your dock
from the interior, thanks to its unique patented LED lighting technology.

SERVICE CUBE
base, cover on hinges

Spacer
Nut

Sliding nut
Bumper

DURABLE NUT & PIN SYSTEM

Candock is not just a one-time expense and long-term investment
– it’s an experience!

Bolt
CHANNELS FOR BETTER
DRAINAGE

SERVICE CUBE
base and cover

SYSTEM PREVENTS THE ACCUMULATION OF DIRT ON THE SIDES AND
GIVES THE IMPRESSION OF A LOWER PROFILE OVER THE WATER.

Standard colours: BEIGE and GREY.
Any other colour available by special
request.

SERVICE CHANNELS

MARINAS
SERVICE CUBE

CHARACTERISTICS
Material/Composition :
High-density polyethylene resin
Colours :
Grey, beige and any other colour by
special request
Surface :
Anti-skid
Dimensions :
L x W : 48 cm (19”) x 48 cm (19”)
H : 36 cm (14”)

ADVANTAGES
Dimensions (low profile cube) :
L x W : 48 cm (19”) x 48 cm (19”)
H : 23 cm (9”)
Weight :
Cube: 5.5 kg (12 lbs.)
Low profile cube : 5 kg (11 lbs.)
Floating capacity :
Cube: 68 kg (150 lbs.) per cube
or 272 kg per sq. m. (60 lbs. per sq. ft.)
Low profile cube : 50 kg (110 lbs.) per cube
or 210 kg per sq. m. (44 lbs. per sq. ft.)

Unlimited number of potential configurations
This revolutionary system’s floating cubes
meet the precise needs of any shoreline, and
can be assembled to create whatever shape
and size you like. The configuration options
are limitless.… It’s all up to your imagination!
Easy and quick assembly
The Candock system is simple: the blocks
are held together tightly and firmly with
special connecting pins. All parts are
lightweight and easy to handle.

Environmentally friendly
The modular structure’s components do not
oxidize or deteriorate in any way. Thus, the
environment where the dock is floating stays
in its natural state.
Lightweight, sturdy and safe
The safety aspect of nautical products is
critical. This is why the Candock system
has undergone rigorous testing. Its safety
features include excellent dock stability, high
load capacity, an anti-skid surface and the
absence of metal parts.

Maintenance-free (100% plastic)
With the Candock system, the concept
“maintenance-free” means ZERO maintenance – no more, no less. No more lost time,
no more expense, and no more work to be
done on a conventional wooden or metal dock
year after year.

CUBE

CORNER CUBE

Pollution and UV resistant
Made of high density polyethylene resin,
Candock cubes are remarkably resistant to
impact, climate change, the adverse effects
of water and the sun and a wide range of
chemical products.

LOW PROFILE CUBE

WWW.CANDOCK.COM

candock@candock.com

WWW.CANDOCK.COM

candock@candock.com
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SUPPORT SURFACE EVENLY
DISTRIBUTES THE WEIGHT.

FOAM FILLED INTERIOR.

UNIQUE GROOVE SYSTEM MAKES
LAUNCHING AND DOCKING EASIER.
SAFETY PLATE
Used to adapt to watercraft
of intermediate lengths.

“V” OPENING PROVIDES EFFORTLESS DOCKING
AND BRINGS THE ENGINE CLOSER TO THE DOCK.

THE G2 JETSLIDE DRY DOCK

AIR ASSIST

The JETSLIDE is a unique patented dry dock system that protects the
hull of your watercraft from the accumulation of shellfish and marine
vegetation affecting the performance of your boat. With the JETSLIDE,
you’ll eliminate both maintenance costs and premature wear and tear on
your watercraft. It’s easy to assemble, clean, esthetic, very flexible, and
compatible with different types of watercraft. The JETSLIDE also enables
you to safely walk around your pleasure craft. No more metal structures
obstructing your view. The JETSLIDE requires no maintenance.

The JETSLIDE system also features the best floating assistance system
on the market – The AIR ASSIST. Used for heavier watercraft, this system
keeps the JETSLIDE’s dimensions to a size suitable for marina spaces or
cramped locations. The system is compact, lightweight, durable and easily
installed. It is also quick and easy to operate.

AIR ASSIST

It’s clear – there’s nothing like the JETSLIDE on the market!

The JETSLIDE has the same basic advantages as our dock system.
The JETSLIDE has been especially designed to evenly distribute the watercraft’s weight, thus preventing any excessive pressure on the hull. Assembled with no moving parts that are easily damaged or that require regular
maintenance, the JETSLIDE is made of new-generation plastic providing
you with a top-quality product that features cutting-edge technology. It’s
both lightweight and resistant to impact, chemical products, UV rays and
weather variations. It will remain afloat, even under the worst conditions,
thanks to its foam filled interior, which makes it very resistant.

Other companies sell products… Candock sells solutions!

SIMPLICITY
JETSLIDE stabilizing bar
Keeps the structure rigid and ensures optimal flotation.

AIR ASSIST

CHARACTERISTICS
Material/Composition :
High-density polyethylene resin
Colours :
Grey, beige and any other colour
by special request
Dimensions :
H: 38 cm (15”)
L: 288 cm (114”)
W: 96 cm (38”)
Weight :
JetSlide: 68 kg (150 lbs.)

WWW.CANDOCK.COM

candock@candock.com

WWW.CANDOCK.COM

candock@candock.com
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CANOE, KAYAK AND ROWING

CANDOCK : CATERING TO YOUR NEEDS AND
YOUR IMAGINATION
Let your imagination soar! Anything is possible! Candock’s applications and
configurations are limitless. Share your project ideas with us. Candock’s
team has vast experience in all kinds of projects – made-to-measure,
standard, small- and large-scale.

BRIDGES

JETSLIDE

JETSLIDE

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

RESIDENTIAL DOCKS

SWIMMING PLATFORMS

MILITARY INSTALLATIONS

FLOATING POOLS

MARINAS
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

UTILITY SERVICES SYSTEMS

EVENT PLATFORMS

HELIPORTS

DOCK RENTALS

COMMERCIAL DOCKS

… ANYTHING’S POSSIBLE!

candock@candock.com

candock@candock.com
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www.candock.com

www.candock.com

candock@candock.com

candock@candock.com
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MOORING ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

INDUSTRIAL BOLLARD TYPE CLEAT

GANGWAYS

CLEAT

PILING RAM

TOOLS

Focusing on turnkey solutions, Candock has developed the most complete
line of gangways in the industry. Made of lightweight material that does
not rust, limits noise and requires no maintenance, they are adapted to
the nautical environment. Our gangways can easily be customized to your
needs, thanks to a full line of related accessories.

ANCHORING
TOOLS

KEY FOR NUT
KEY FOR PIN

CLEAT / CONNECTING PIN

What’s more, Candock can adapt to your specific requests as a result of
its exceptional engineering department and customized manufacturing
service. Contact us to discuss your gangway needs, or any other project
you have in mind.

VERTICAL BUMPER

PILING DRIVERS
PILE REMOVER
KEY FOR PIN COMBO PACK
DRILL KEY FOR PIN
DECKING
Non-slip, maintenance-free plastic.
Choice of two colours matching the cubes.

RATCHET KEY
FOR NUT

ANCHORAGE ACCESSORIES
ANCHOR ROPE

WALL ANCHORAGE

CONNECTING PIN
FOR ANCHORAGE

GROUND ANCHORAGE
Enables a gangway to be anchored
to the ground.

SLIDER
Enables a gangway to move over the dock
without damaging it.

JETSLIDE ACCESSORIES
ANCHORAGE RING

CHAIN ADJUSTER

CHAIN ADJUSTER PLATE

PERSONAL WATERCRAFT WINCH

HANDRAIL
Increases the gangway’s rigidity and safety.

REINFORCEMENT
Used to increase a gangway’s resistance.

HINGE
Allows an econo-type gangway to
be connected directly to a Candock dock.

ROLLER
Enables a gangway to move over
a rigid surface.

TRANSIT PLATE
Enables easier access to the gangway
(wheelchairs, carts, etc.).

DEPARTURE ANGLE
Enables a gangway to be attached
to a structure.

BOAT WINCH

POST CUBE

OTHER ACCESSORIES
POST TYPE
HANDRAIL

STORAGE CUBE
REVOLVING, FOLDING CHAIR

CANDOCK LADDER

RODS TO LINK
DOUBLE LAYER DOCK

DIVING BOARD

OUTBOARD ENGINE
SUPPORT

CANDOCK BENCH
DOCK BOX

NOTE :
Gangways and accessories are available in economy, standard or high-resistance versions.

STAINLESS STEEL
HANDRAIL

WWW.CANDOCK.COM

candock@candock.com

WWW.CANDOCK.COM

candock@candock.com

DISTRIBUTED BY:

9441 Bourque Blvd.
Sherbrooke, Quebec J1N 0G2
CANADA
Tel. : 819 847-2599
Toll-free : 1 888 547-2599 (North America)
Fax : 819 847-3250

Visit www.candock.com

Metric and imperial measurements have been used in this brochure.
Why take 30 pages to cover what can be put in 12?
Let’s preserve the environment!
STANDARDS: ISO 9001: 2008 and 14001:2004

Learn more about our products.
Check out our accessories.
Keep abreast of our innovations.
Ask for a quotation.

Printed in Canada
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